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This Saturday we hosted the annual Oscars 
Awards ceremony. This was a fantastic 
opportunity for the boarding community to 
come together and get dressed up! It is a 
time to reminisce on the months gone by and 
present awards to members of the house for 
their character, efforts and achievements. 
Miss Rebecca drafted in reinforcements 
to help set up the hall beautifully and Mr 
Fitchett and Mr Sebastien were the hosts 
for the evening; it was a very special evening 
and one for the memory books. 

As with any awards ceremony, it is important that the guests are entertained. A huge thank 
you to the following students who created amazing performances: 

Prim (Kipling House) – performed a piano piece 
Santi, Fabian, Nicholas, Tomas, Daniel, Pablo, Victoriano, Oscar and Rodolfo (School House) 
– performed La Gasolina with excellent dance moves! 
Gabriel, Farouq and Kelvin (Kipling House) – performed football tricks and a song 

Congratulations to all of the students who were awarded an Oscar. Every boarder deserves 
an Oscar as at Buckswood every child has a talent. However, the Housestaff were tasked 
with choosing just 6 awards for their respective house.

It’s the 
Oscars!



Wells House:
Most likely to sleep through an earthquake - Yuri
Ridiculously tidy award - Susan
Secretly British Award - Flower
Room with the most improvement - Sidika
Hide and seek champion - Anne

Milne:
Most likely to become a cheese connoisseur - Ernst
Most likely to become a ToK philosopher - Bennet
Most likely to dance in a Beyoncé music video - 
Junior
Most likely to get asked for ID when they’re 30 - 
Sinethemba

Kipling:
The loudest student: Farouq
The quietest student:  Zhengyang
Student who asking the most “sir I have a question!”: 
Merab
The messiest student:  Kelvin
The best student during inspection:  Frederick 
Student who is fall in love 24h a day with his 
headphones:  Augustin

Oaks:
Most likely to win the lottery but lose the ticket  -   
Foix Vives-Fierro
Most likely to offer to help provided  - Esther 
Wahlbrink 
Tuskisa – Best translator
Janika – Most Caring
Anais – Most accident prone
Valentina – most dramatic

Rowling:
Most likely to work in Government: 
Austen Peters
Most Likely to turn Pro: Rolands 
Designer of the year : Henry 
Great Escape award - Double G 
Businessman of the year award: 
Felix 
“Bro” Award: Pedro 

School House:
Grand Designs award - Oscar
Most successful interview award - Kyrylo
Most sought after piece of real estate in SH - Bodium 
(Aelaf, Fabian, Marvelous and Rui) 
Future Nintendo employee award - Santi 
The ghost slayer - Nicholas 
Most talented sportsman who doesn’t play sport - 
Matthew 
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